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ABSTRACf

Patients wlw an! survivors of selN:Te childlwod abuse may present
with complex post-traumatic and dissociative symptoms, as well as
significant disturbance ofcharacterologic droelopment. These difficulties may lead patients to use a variety ofdysfunctional and self
destructive pattnns of beJuwior, many of which mtlJ be ingrained
coping mechanisms which were thutloped in response to rorly abusive expnU:nm. Dysfunctwnal behaviors which intnfere u.';th p~
dwlogiml growth and healing must be conJronUd to allow the ther·
apeuticproeess to contin!U. However, patients an!ojlm quite resistant
to letting go of their painful but familiar CQping mechanisms. In
addition, the often te1!u()Us therapeulic alliance between abuse sur·
vivor patients and their therapists makes the necessary conJrontatio-ns even more difficull. This disCll.tritm examines the natun! of
thnajJeutic confrontation and presents a 11UJdeJ of empathic amJronlation. Finally, this paper presents summary makrials drawn
from the lo.te Dr. David Caul's use ofempathic confronlalion, and
his unpublished writings on rtlo.ting to patients with multiple personality disorder.
INTR.ODUcnON
Recent research and clinical experience has sho.....n that
many adults who have experienced childhood abuse may
present with difficulties in at least three major areas ofps)'·
chological disturbance: dissociative symptoms (K1uft, 1985;
Chu & Dill, 1990; Braun, 1990), post~traumatic symptoms
(van der Kolk, 1987; Ulman & Brothers, 1988), and disrul'
tion of personality de\'elopment and maturation as is seen
in borderline personality disorder (Hennan & van der Kolk,
1987; Zanarini, Gunderson, & Marino, 1987; Herman, Perry,
& van der Kolk, 1989; Ludolph, et al., 1990; Ogata, et aI.,
1990). Persons who havc been most severely abused may
present .....;.lh complex clinical syndromes which may include
all three of these areas with extreme forms of symptomatology such as multiple personality disorder. Such persons
commonl)' present .....;.th a bev,ildering range of pS)'chiatric
symptomatologywhich represents challcnges in termsofdiagnosis and treaunenL Such persons also routinely present
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complex therapeutic dilemmas which often result in conflict and impasses in psychotherapy (Chu, 1988; Kluft, 1989;
Chu,I992a).
Patients with lrauma-hased disorders frequently have
worthwhile ideas concerning the course of their therapy, as
if guided by a kind of internal road map. However, it is also
common for patients to advocate unwise treatment strategies, or to ding to very dysfunctional but ingrained behaviors. For example, patients may vigorously advocate for premature abreacti\'e work without having established the
psychotherapeutic foundations for safe exploration (Chu,
1992a; Herman, 1992). Similarly, patients may insist that
they have no control over their post-rraumatic and dissociative symptoms, may persist in self-destructive and re-victimizing, risk-taking behavior, or may demand inordinate
therapistavaiJabilityand reassurances which result in boundaryviolations (Chu, 1988, 1992a, 1992b; Kluft, 1989, 1990).
When such issues emerge in psychotherapy, patients often
manifest extraordinary resistance to change. After all, many
ofthe dysfunctional pattems have long served as coping mechanisms, and no matter how unpleasant, are more familiar
than the well-intentioned but threatening treatment course
advocated by therapists.
Confrontation ofpatients' d)'wnctional beha\iorisoften
an extremely difficult taSk. Patients .....;.th SC\'ere childhood
abuse and a lifetime's experience ofabandonmen t and berrayal may have a tenuous sense of alliance with lheir therapists.
Hence, therapists often fear to confront patients even with
important therapeutic issues because they fear the patients
may rcact .....ith .....ithdrawal, anger, and regressi\'e and self~
destructivc beha\';'or. Howe\'er, confrontation ofunsafe and
dysfunctional patterns mustbe a part of the therapy, nOlonly
to guidc the therapy in a positive direction, but also to prevent the therapist from becoming an unwitting enabler of
continued destructive behavior.
This discussion examines and reviews the role of confrontation in ps)'chotherapy, and specifically examines the
model of empathic confrontation for use with traumatized
paticnts. Finally, this discussion recognizes the work of Dr.
David Caul and his highlyskiUed ~ ofempalhic confron tation
and brings one of his important unpublished manuscripts
into the· scientific literature.
THE ROLE OF CONFRONTATION
IN PSYCHOTHERAPY
Discussions of the role of confrontation in pS)·chotherapy appear predominately in the psychoanalytic literature.
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Greenson (1967) described confronlation as one of four
essential procedures in psychoanalysis (the olhers being clarification, intcrprelation, and working through), particularly in helping patients acknowledge resislance. Myel1lon
(1973) viewed confronlation as an intervention to effect
changes in patients where resistance to change is encountered, and Mann (1973) saw confrontation as a mode of
teaching. Many of the discussions in the pSfchoanalytic literature focussed on the use of confrontation in the treatment of narcissistic disorders, pointing out to patients the
efi'ects of their self-absorbed behaviors.
Additionally, Buie and Adler (1972) and Adler and Buie
(1972) described confrontation in the treatmenlofpatients
with borderline personality disorder. These two papers,descrilT
ing the uses and misuses of confrontation, are highly appljcable to work with traumatized patients. For example, confrontation was seen as necessary at times to help patients
recognize "(I) the real danger in certain relationships; (2)
Ihe real danger in action used as a defense mechanism; and
(3) the real danger in action used for discharge of impulses and feelings" (Buie & Adler, 1972, p. 10 I). The aUlhors
felt that confrontation of patients' denial allows the therapist ~(I) to help the patient become aware of his impulses,
so that he need not be subject to action without waming;
(2) to help him gain temporary relief through abreaction;
and (3) to help him gain a rational position from which he
can exert self-control or seek help in maintaining control"
(Buie & Adler, 1972, p. 103). In discussing the misuses of
confrontation, the authors stressed the patients' vulnerabiliry to harm from confrontation due to their propensiry
to feel abandoned, intense impulses, inadequate defenses,
and tenuous capacity to form a working alliance (Adler &
Suie, 1972). They noted that the therapist often misuses
confrontation due to countertransferrence "rage and envy
when he feels he must rescue his helpless, demanding patient
and then finds his efforts met by increasing demands and
regression~ (p. 109).
Many of the ohsell'ations noted above are surprisingly
apt in the context of the treatment ofsurvivors of childhood
abuse, which often is far from psychoanalytic. The necessary
confrontation used in the treaunent of abuse SUlvivors frequently is not subtle, and often falls into the category of
Mheroic confrontation" as described by Corwin (1973):
A heroic confrontation may be defined as an emotionally charged, parametric, manipulative, technicaltool demanded by the developmentofan actual or potential situation of impasse 'and designed
ultimately to remobilize a workable therapeutic
alliance. (p. 73)
The heroic confrontation, however, says essentially either the patient must do something - i.e.,
cha1lgt in some way within the analysis - or he and
the analyst will have to stop the analytic .....ork, which
has become non-productive. When such astatemenl
is made, it is an emergency situation, acute or chronic. The analyst knows it, the patient is either vaguelyordistinctlyawareofiL But both know the moment

it is uuered that it may have a prophetic significance for the patient. In short, it implies thata psychic reaction must lead towards the re-establishment
of a working alliance....There is very little doubt
that the immediate mechanisms of such a confrontation is that the patient is forced to accept and
make the change for the time being. Not to accept
the confrontation will leave him the choice ... that
the analysis or the therapy will not go on or cannot
be successful ... He maydo itsimplyout ofhis fear ...
[but] at another level he may get the message that
the analyst has cared enough to interact in a vital
way with him, in a manner that the love Ortlle therapist was available... .If no element of love is discernible by the patient, then the confrontation can
be taken as proofby the patient that in the end the
analyst will be just as cruel, rejecting, demanding,
punitive, or unnecessarily harsh as the negative side
of the parent in transference. (pp. 83-85)
It is these kinds of "heroic" confrontations that are so
often necessary - and so difficult to implement- in the
psychotherapyofpatienlSwith severe childhood abuse. The
need for confrontation may be obvious such as danger to
the patient. therapist, or therapeutic relationship, or behaviors that are out ofcontrol or sabotage the therapy. Howe\'er,
therapists may be extremely reluctan t to confron t the patient,
either due to countertransference difficulties (Chu, 1988,
1992a; Comstock, 1991), or simple concern that confrontation will be misunderstood and make the patient feel
abandoned and betrayed. In fact, therapeutic confrontations
are often initially misunderstood. but patience in reiterating concem for both the patient and for the therapy often
allows the confrontation to eventually be heard and understood as intended. The model of empathic confrontation
offers a wayofintervening that is effective in helping patients
ally with therapists in a direction that is positive and lherapeutically sound.

EMPATHIC CONFRONTATION
Welpton (1973) describes the difference betv.'een angry
and empathic confrontations:
The danger in ...angry confrontations is that the
patient changes OUl of a submissive compliance in
which his needs to have the therapist stay with him
win om. (p. 263)
A very different process seems to me to be at
work in the empathic confrontation. In this process the therapist works towards understanding,
empathizing with and accepting the patient as fully
as he can. He becomes alened to whatever interferes with this process and works on these interferences....This work consists of trying to understand with the patient how these blocks came about
and why they exist. (p. 266)
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When making a confrontation, the demonstration ofempathy for the patient's position is absolutely essentiaL With survivors of extensive childhood trauma, particularly early in
the therapeutic process, it should never be assumed that
there is a fInn therapeutic alliance. In fact, it is an essential
part nfthe therapy for patients to be compelled to re-enact
the abusive style of relating that they experienced in childhood, and for the therapist to help them move into a more
mutual and collaborative mode (Chu, 1992a). Thus, if no
empathic resonance is established prior to making a confrontation, the patient is compelled to hear the intervention as simply an atlempt of the therapist to control (and
perhaps abuse, exploit, or deprive) the patient. As Mann
(1973) notes, the "gentle, caring concern of the therapist
for the patient may well be the most important element in
a proper, effective confrontation.... Itcommunicates to the
patient his privilege to choose the direction that he would
like to move in rather than communicating a directive to
which the patient feels impelled to yield. ~ (p. 44)
In practical terms, empathic confrontation often takes
the fonn of a statement in two parts. The first part strongly
communicates that the therapist understands the patient's
position, feelings, and experience. The second part (often
connected to the first part bya "but~ or "however") contains
the confrontation concerning the patient's behavior. Some
examples follow:
Example #1: A 24-year-old woman who had been
brutally sexually abused throughout much of her
childhood chronically cut herself on her arms and
legs with a razor. She tended to cut herself whenever she was overwhelmed with feelings, particularly when angry or ashamed. Despite the urgings
ofher therapist, she continued to self-mutilate, claiming that she found the cutting helpful, and that it
was only her therapist who found it objectionable.
Moreover, she argued convincingly that the cuttingwas not intended to be lethal, and thatshe had
no other ways to cope with her feelings. Her therapist gently confronted her on this behavior saying, "I understand that you don't want to give up
cutting yourself, and that the cutting has helped
you survive. However, unless you begin to work
together with me on this, you will not find other
ways to deal with your feelings, and your therapy
will not be successful." The patient responded by
angrily accusing her therapist of trying to control
her, to which the therapist responded, "I knowyou
have often been controlled byother people in your
life, but I'm asking you to do something that will
be helpful in your therapy, not todosomething my
way." Mter some discussion, the patient was able
to acknowledge the need to find a way to control
her cutting and noted, "When people used to try
to get me to stop, I always felt that they thought I
was bad and didn't want anything to do with me."

Example#2: A 35-year-old woman with multiple personality disorder was hospitalized because of frequent flashbacks of horrendous childhood abuse.
In the hospital, she continued to be out ofcontrol,
frequently having flashbacks late in the evening in
which she was so agitated that she needed to be
physically restrained. \Vhen asked to control her
behavior, she angrily claimed to have no control
over the flashbacks, and, in fact, didn't remember
them since she wasn't "out." Her therapist said, "I
know that it feels as though the flashbacks just take
over and that you have no control. I also understand that you feel very separate from the other
parts ofyou thatwere out ofcontrol. However, unless
you can work very hard with me to begin to establish some control, and to communicate with your
other parts, the therapy ",,>ill not work, and neither
I nor the hospital will be able to help you." Mter a
period ofangry denial, the patient was observed to
be exercising extraordinaryefforts to mainLain control, pace the therapy, and promote internal communication.
Example#3: A 27-year-old man who had been severely physically and sexually abused in childhood was
admitted to the hospital follO\\>ing a serious suicide
attempt. He angrily rejected all support, refused to
contract for safety, and demanded to be discharged.
There was a long period of stalemate in which he
claimed that "maybe" he would be okay, but that it
was his life and his business as to whether he killed
himself. Finally, his therapist said to him, "I know
that sometimes you don't feel like li\>ing. I respect
that, especially since I know that your ability to kill
yourself helps you to have some feeling of control.
I would never ultimately try to take away your choice
whether to live or die. However, unless you are vvilling to make a commitment to being alive over the
short run, and to wrestle with your conflicts about
living, you will not have a workable therapy. You
cannot expect a therapist to make a commitment
to you if you can't make a short-term commitment
to the therapy by staying alive for the foreseeable
future." Mter thinking about this issue for a day,
the patient was able to negotiate out a workable
safety contract and was discharged.

THE LEGACY OF DR. DAVID CAUL
No discussion of the use of empathic confrontation in
treating childhood abuse survivors, especially patients with
multiple personality disorder (~fPD),would be complete without mentioning David Caul, M.D. Dr. Caul was a skilled therapist \vith ~fPD patients, combining consummate skill \vith
warmth and compassion. As noted by Mrs. Lois Caul (personal communication), "David became involved with MPD
in the early 1970s while working at the Athens Mental Health
Center, and his interest continued until the time ofhisdeath.
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He first taught at the annual American Psychiatric Association
meetings in Atlanta in 1978. He helped with the formation
of the International Society for the Study of Multiple
Personali!yand Dissociation and the OhioComponentSociety.
At the time of his death [in J988], he was serving as president of the ISSMP&O. David was truly an exceptional perSOil. He filled his life with his care and concem for his patients,
and cared for his family with a bonding warmth lhal most
people have never known."
Dr. David Caul had an extraordinary gift in his work with
patienls. With his dowlHa-earth wisdom, he was a formative
innuence for many cl inicians who are curre ntly workingwi til
patients with MPD and olhers who have sUivived childhood
abuse. Dr. Caul was a masterful therapist when it came to
relating to patients, and, all.hough he never labeled it as
such, an expert in the use of empathic confrontation. It is
only fitting that tllis discussion conclude with an edited, but
nearly complete, version of one of his unpublished papers
which demonstrates his skill and wisdom.

who ordinarily would nOt be able to carry out such an agreement. The therapist should be prepared to discover that
these extraordinary patients have all of the human failings
encountered in tllerapy, including lying and manipulation.
It should be remembered that the umbrella of dissociation
has sel"\'ed to displace the old stand-bys of repression and
denial.
Exampk: "1 know this is "ery difficult for }'ou, but I
must explain these things to }"OU as I understand
them. Something has happened to you in your life
a long time ago which caused changes to take placc
within your own mind. I understand how strongly
you feel about who you are, but I must tell you that
you have a legal identity and that you are known to
the world, for the most part, as
..
Be prepared to do this over and over again, especially in the beginning. Bringing about co<oI1sciousness is very difficult, and onc cannot assume
that the explanation will reach all "ears."

ON RELATING TO MULTIPLE PERSONAliTIES

by David Caul, M.D.
A review of the literature on this subject finds very little
formalized and specific information. This particular brief
paper is for tile purpose of covering some of tlle more specific issues as a primary focus. Therapists should always remember mat good basic psychotherapy is the first order of treatment regardless of any specific diagnosis. Also, one should
T(:cognize the wide v-.uielyofh"lckgrounds, attitudes, approaches. and techniques that are brought to bear in any therapy
situation, all of which must be taken into account so that
extreme flexibility may be used in treatingsuch di,'Crse patienlS,
even though they all have the same diagnosis of "multiple
personality." What follows is the result of nearly eight years
ofexperience in treating MPD patieuLS both individually and
in groups on virtually a day-to-day basis. Some of it will certainly have a "cook book" flavor and must be accepted as
genel'alization, always remembering that such matters may
not apply to any given individual and unusual situation.
One of the first things !.hat must be dealt with before
serious therapy begins is the issue of "informing" the patient.
Who do you inform? Very often the person owning the birth
certificate and the Social Securitynumber is not readily available for such a discussion. HowC'o'er, there is a basic principle that should be followed. Dependingon the age and appar·
em level of understanding of the patielll confronting you,
words must be found to express l.he noti'on that there is a
serious condition present, that the patient is caught up in
being part of that condition, that it is a very serious psychi-atric condilion, and will most likely require particular and
llsuallyextensive treatment. The therapisllllustexplain this
many times over, if necessary, and must be quite patient.
Also, the therapist must be prepared for and tolerant of a
full range ofemotion which may include extreme anger and
possibly violence. At this point, there must be some declaration to the patient that the lherapist will always be truthful. HowC'o"er, do not demand the same from the patient,

Another issue is that of trust. It is very difficult for MPD
patients to lruSt anyone, including the skilled therapist in
the room. It is important to deal with that subject frontally
very early in therapy.
Exampk: "I know that it's hard for }'OU to lruSt people. I am sony you feel that way, and I can understand how you got thal way. But now we have an
opportunity to change lhings. r can't tell you to
trust me, but if we are going to work together, I
think it is important that you learn how to give others the chance to earn trust, especially while we are
in therapy and especially as it relates to me."

The therapist should be willing to exhibit appropriate
respect for the patient and all alter personalities-respect,
not indulgence. Respecl does not preclude firmness and
insistence on working together for progress. Respect does
not preclude normal differences in feelings of the tllerapist
with recognjtion that a wide variety of feelings toward the
therapist will be forthcoming, espcciallyearlyin therapy. Do
not remonstrate wilh one personality and challenge a personal attitude because of recent drastic change in such an
attimde.

Example: '" am sorry you hale my guts loday. Are
you aware thal.just yesterday someone who isa part
of }'OU told me that she tllOught I was a good doctor and was trying to help her? How do you suppose thatcomesaboUl, and whatdo}'Ou think caused
the change of feeling lhat is different loday?"
In a situation like this, rrynot to be resentful. U}'ou continue with the therapy, you will probably be called something worse than that.
There has to be an element ofcooperation that is woven
as a thread throughout the course of therapy. The fact that
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a patient keeps coming back for sessions may be lhe main
indication (even ifunspoken) ofcooperalion bythc patient.
The therapist should always be willing to listen and accept
suggestions and workable ideas. Sometimes it is difficult for
a therapist to acknowledge the exquisitely sensiti\"c nature
of this ~lwo-way street. .. Continue lO emphasize the fact that
producti\"c therapy will require some son of partnership
between the parties.
Exampk: ~ln order to get anywhere we must work
at this together. Iwill need your help, not onlyyours,
but whatever or whoever there is within you that
might be of help to us. ~
As wilh all therapy, in all cases there is the element of
quid pro quo mal usually reaches significant proportions at
some time during the therapy. It appears that most MPD

patients know more lhan they tell, especially early in me
lherapy. This is probably related to Uteir natural mistrust of
others. However, most Jl.IPD patients at some point arc quite
able to enter into agreement and, for the most part, to keep
them, especially ifthey feel there issome personal and sometimes private benefil. The therapist should recognize that
and use it.
Exampk:~1

understand that )'Ou've been gettingimpatielll and that you want to do a lot more than )'OU
have been able to do in the past. You are probably
right, bUll need more information and some more
things from you to help with Ute uterapy. I happen
to know that you have the ability to achieve co<onsciousness. I will feel much better and you would
be much safer if you could work on your exercises
to do that before I give you my blessing for )·ou to
go to Florida on your o.....n for twO weeks.
The therapist should be able to distinguish between candor and sometimes cruel hostility. Remcmberthat these people arc very sensitive and very vulnerable. I suppose candor
might be described as being truthful in addition to being
caring, considerate, and concerned. The therapist should
not be afraid to appropriatel)' admit that there are difficulties in the treaunent and should attempt to openly discuss
them. All attempts should be made to do this in a positive
....oay and to relate it to the therapy, and not direct it toward
the patient.

f.'xampk: "We seem to be having a hard time, especially over the last several sessions. One of the problems is that one of your hostile alter personalities
is always reported to me by you rather than by my
meeting that personality direcu),. I know it may be
scary for you, but please try to understand that it
will probably be necessary to do this at some point.
Maybe you don't want this to happen, and maybe
I am pushing too hard. At any rate, let's keep working on this because you remember that I still need
your help."
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Coun lertransference is certainly a peculiar phenomenon
in dealing with MPD patients. Who is the person you Feci
for? Who is the person that triggered off the feelings in Ute
first place? The therapist should remember and try to accept
that it will be difficuJl to deal with only a single countertransference issue virtually up until the time that there is
some sort of satisfact0f}' resolution. It is all right to have
parental feelings for one, collegial feelinlr-i for another, anger
and hostility for another, and feelings that transcend agape
and philia, reaching toward eros. It is how these feelings are
handled that is imporlam. What does one do with a threerear-old alter personality who insists that you are her biological fallter? Especially when )·ou "kno..... ~ that you are a
good father and ha\'e father feelings toward litis "child" .....ho
is acrually an attractive nineteen·)·ear<tld woman.

Exampu: 1 am sorI)' that rou didn't ha\'e a nice
daddy. I knowthal rou think that I am a nice daddy
and that you wish I were )'ourdaddy. I like )'Ou a lot
and care about you a lot, but I ha\'e to tell you that
I am not your daddy, but I am a doctor who does
care a lot about )·ou and wants to help you to grow
up and be weU."
These are obviously but a few fragments of something
less than oracular \\isdom that may sen·e to stimulate a process and may sen'e to gi\'e any therapists who are encountering multiple personalities for Ule first time some guidelines. By no means are the above examples the only proper
way lO deal with the described issues. It will remain for the
therapist to use whalever energies there are loward good
judgment and careful consideration in providing therapy
for this phenomenon that is of such magnitude that it will
require all the help that we can get.
April 11, 1983 •

N01E: The author thanhs Mrs. Lois CaulJor her khld pennissirm
to include Dr. David Caul's work as part of this paper.
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